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Abstract: This study aimed to investigate the relationship between knowledge management and the dimensions
of innovative behavior in manufacturing companies in Rasht, Iran. This study is used descriptive and
correlation methods. The population of this study has been all manufacturing firms in Rasht, Iran. The sample
size  was  determined  using  Cochran  formula. The data collection  tool  was  a  standard  questionnaire.
Results show that knowledge management, knowledge creation and knowledge sharing are strongly correlated
with innovative behavior in 59.8 percent, 54.2 percent and 53 percent, respectively. The results from the
statistics test show that all three hypotheses were confirmed.
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INTERODUCTION policies and new organizational forms. As a result, a

In today's complex business environment, companies procedures innovation and executive innovation [3].
are faced with the fact that we must be innovative. Innovation process is including acquisition,
Innovation is increasingly vital in creating and sustaining dissemination and application of new knowledge.
competitive advantage of organizations, also contributing Therefore, knowledge management impacts on the
to the growth and wealth of organizations. In other words, innovative performance. Effective management of
innovation is a strong strategy to achieve a production knowledge, individuals and groups to create provide
position and global serving and competitive effective some individuals and group to create, preserve and
factor in global markets and we can say that knowledge disseminate knowledge. In this study, we discuss the
management is one of  the major driving for innovation effects of  the creation and dissemination of knowledge
[1]. Innovation term was introduced in 1930 by on innovation. Creation of knowledge as a valuable
Schumpeter. In definition of innovation may be said that mechanism is to assist in the company's ability to
innovation introduced as an idea, product or process that innovate in order to improve the efficiency and to create
is new to the company and refers to the tendency of new products and services. Disseminate knowledge is to
companies to develop new elements or new combinations develop new and mental models that provides collective
of the present elements from products, technologies or learning and cooperation benefits between its members.
management practices [2]. Damanpour has been divided Innovation arises when organizational members released
innovation into two groups: 1) Radical innovation 2) heir tacit knowledge and convert it into explicit knowledge
Incremental innovation. In radical innovation, to produce new products and services [2]. In the era of
fundamental changes have taken place in the knowledge-based  economy,  successful organizations
organization's activities and significant changes in the rely more on knowledge-based resources. Therefore, the
procedures are presented but in incremental innovation, effective use of knowledge management is increasingly
we see little change in procedures. Damanpour also important to increase the innovation. Anderson showed
distinguish between technical innovation and that although contemporary organizations have spent
performance innovation. Technical innovations are billions of dollars to apply knowledge, its implementation
including technologies,  new  products and services. has little efficiency, failures percentage in executive has
While executive Innovation refers to the procedures, been  around   50 to   70   percent   [4].   In   this   study,

distinction must put between product innovation,
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Fig. 1: Conceptual Model of Research

the researcher seeks to measure the relationship between Structural approach 
knowledge management and innovative behavior.
Therefore, the main question in this case study is: are
there any significant relationship between knowledge
management and innovation in manufacturing companies?

The conceptual model is used for this study is as
follows:

In this model, the meaning of innovation is to
actualization to deliver innovative and new solutions.
Individual innovative behavior in the workplace is
considered as a complex of three different behaviors:

Production
Support
Acting on the idea.

This variable measurement component is three of
above behaviors. Knowledge management is a set of
processes for understanding and applying knowledge
strategic resource in an organization. In this study,
knowledge management variable with two dimensions of
1) knowledge creation 2) the dissemination of knowledge
has been.

Research Background 
Innovation:  Terms of  innovation firstly was introduced
by Schumpeter in 1930. In definition of innovation may be
said that innovation introduced as an idea, product or
process that is new to the company and refers to the
tendency of companies to develop new elements or new
combinations of the present elements from products,
technologies or management practices [2]. The innovation
is manifested and action creativity [5]. Innovation is a
process where first, one let's his/her imagine (an image
that according to Einstein is more important than
knowledge) ascend to the sky, then bring it to the ground
and engineered (Idea Engineering) to convert into the
idea, then convert the ideas into useful practical and
appropriate  ideas  through management. In industry,
there are three approaches that are fundamentally about
innovation:

Creative approach and 
Dynamic approach.

Structural innovation is common during the industrial
age and its purpose was efficient and effective
engineering innovation in the form of a set of specific
guidelines. This innovation was first used in great
corporate and its emphasis has been on internal
leadership, strategic planning and....

Creative innovation were common more in the small
organizations that focus on the overall picture of a
company that is done more easily and its main attention
is on motivational aspects of  the innovation instead of
the process dimensions.

Dynamic innovation is a combination of structural
and creative approaches. Businesses of different sizes,
ranging from large and small can take advantage of this
kind of innovation for success. In fact, dynamic
innovation borrowed strategic  thinking and planning
from structural approaches and the need to performing
programs borrowed creative approaches [6]. Many experts
defined innovation more in terms of a process. In essence,
the innovation process starts from an idea and ends with
release a commercial product or new service. One
reliability  for  the  innovation  process is expressed by
4D [7]:

Discovery
Dream
Design
Delivery.

In term of process, a clear definition of where
innovation begins and where it ends is necessary.
Hashleped   is  divided  this  process  into seven steps
one by one [8].

Organizational innovation is an important source of
sustainable  competitive advantage. Innovation process
is including acquisition, dissemination and application of
new and existing knowledge. Innovative ability of an
organization is  exactly  relevant  with the ability to use
and apply knowledge sources.
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Fig. 2: Hashleped Process Innovation

Knowledge Management: Nowadays, knowledge
management becomes a major factor in the development
of the national economy of the countries all over the
world [9]. In today's economy, knowledge is considered
as an   important   source   of   strategic. Therefore,  one
of  the  most  important  challenges  that  organizations
face  today  are the effective management of this
resource.

Davenport (1998) considered knowledge as the
combination of experiences, values and evidence - based
information and expert opinions that provides a framework
for evaluating the experiences and new information [10].
Knowledge management is the process of discovery,
acquisition, development and creation, maintenance, Fig. 3: Pyramid of Knowledge quoting by Hall (2002)
evaluation and applies relevant knowledge at the right
time by the right person in the organization through a link Wisdom: A knowledge that are used for improved
between  human  resources,  information  technology and decision  making,  process and productivity or
communication and the creation of an appropriate profitability [16].
structure to achieve organizational goals [11]. Knowledge management may consider as creation

On a general level, knowledge management can be process, approved, offer, distribution and application of
defined as a collection of processes that govern the that knowledge [17]. Therefore, knowledge  creation is
creation,  dissemination  and utilization of knowledge. the basis for the ability of companies to innovate. 
This  definition  requires  the  creation of an organizational
structure, supportive, to facilitate employees MATERIALS AND METHOD
relationships, the use of information technology tools in
the network and the distribution of knowledge [12]. The methodology of this study was descriptive and

Hall (2002) Has Depicted Pyramid of Knowledge as and application research. The  population of this survey
Follows: Elements are presented in hierarchy are key is all manufacturing firms in the industrial city of Rasht,
components for knowledge management: Iran, which is the number of 212 units. Through formula

Data: Objective and singles facts course about events determined that was 82 companies. Data collected tool
and in the organizational view; data are a series of was a questionnaire  with a 5-point Likert scale. To test
recorded regular transactions [13]. The data, in fact, are the hypothesis, the Pearson correlation coefficient was
the raw material of databases. used. In order to analyze the data, inferential statistical

Information: Related and objective data. Having
communication and objective is considered as the RESULTS
characteristics of the information [14]. Information is
processed data. Methods used to analyze data in this study are the

Knowledge: Is understanding and conception is achieved
through experience, reasoning direct comprehension and A-Description of Variables: Table 1 shows that
learning [15]. Knowledge is information in action and is a knowledge  creation has the lowest score of 2, maximum
combination of data and information. of 5 and average 3.46, SD = 0.733 and variance 0.538.

correlation method. The scope  of application is a field

for finite population sampling (Cochran) sample size was

techniques were used.

use of quantitative methods.
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Table 1: describing the knowledge creation variable
Variance SD Mean Maximum Minimum No. Kn. creation
0.538 0.733 3.64 5 2 82

Table 2: Describes the knowledge sharing variable
Variance SD Mean maximum Minimum No. Kn. sharing
0.498 0.705 3.05 4.60 1.40 82

Table 3: Describes the knowledge management variable
Variance SD Mean Maximum Minimum No. Kn. management
0.414 0.643 3.35 4.70 1.70 82

Table 4: Describes the innovative behavior variable
Variance SD Mean maximum Minimum No. Inn.behavior
0.843 0.918 3.37 5 1.33 82

Table 5: Testing the relationship between knowledge management and
innovative behavior

Variable Samples Correlation coefficient Significant level Result
Kn. and 
innovative 82 %58.8 0.001 Confirmed

Table 6: Testing the relationship between knowledge creation and
innovative behavior

Correlation Significant
Variable Samples coefficient level Result
Kn. Cr. And innovative 82 %54.2 0.001 Confirmed

Table 7: Testing the relationship between knowledge sharing and
innovative behavior

Correlation Significant
Variable Samples coefficient level Result
Kn. Sh. and innovative 82 %53 0.001 Confirmed

According to Table 2, you can see the data is
different from knowledge creation.

According to Table 3, Data of knowledge
management result from average size has been shown.

Table 4 shows that innovative behavior has the
lowest  score  of  1.33, maximum of 5  and  average 3.37,
SD = 0.918 and variance 0.843. 

Hypotheses Testing:

H1: There is a significant relationship between
knowledge management and innovative behavior.

To test this hypothesis, the Pearson correlation
coefficient was used that its results show in Table 5.

According to Table 5, shows that Sig=0.001<0.05. So,
with 95% confidence, the  relationship between
knowledge management and innovative behavior is
accepted   and    highly   correlated   with   +59  . 8 percent.

H2: There is a significant relationship between
knowledge creation and innovative behavior

According to Table  6,  shows that Sig=0.001<0.05.
So, with 95%confidence, the relationship between
knowledge creation and innovative behavior is accepted
and highly correlated with +54 . 2 percent that indicating
a direct relationship between two variables.

H3: There is a significant relationship between
knowledge sharing and innovative behavior

According  to  Table 7, shows that Sig=0.001<0.05.
So, with 95%confidence, the relationship between
knowledge sharing and innovative behavior is accepted
and highly correlated with +53 percent that indicating a
direct and positive relationship between two variables.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Present results are  consistent with previous results
of  Chen   chung   (2010),  Yousof  abu-Javad (2011),
Shokri and Khairgou (2009) and Akram et al., (2011).

As the results were shown there is significant
positive relationship between knowledge management
and innovative behavior. On the other hand, Beta
coefficient shows that in the dimensions of knowledge
management, knowledge sharing is more effective than
knowledge creation in innovative behavior. Therefore, it
is recommended more focus in manufacturing companies
on team work, mutual understanding and the exchange of
information and utilization of knowledge workers.

The second hypothesis is show that there is direct
positive relationship between knowledge creation and
innovative behavior. Therefore, it is recommended that
learning new skills and new solutions to potential
employees in manufacturing companies is the first
priority. Also, with proper evaluation, employees who
have a high potential to  solve  problems,  new job
delegate them.

The third hypothesis is shown that there is positive
and direct and positive relationship between knowledge
sharing and innovative behavior. Therefore, it is
recommended that organizational levels are designed so
that employees can interact with each other easily
through the administrative channel and be able to
exchange  information.  One  of  the  ways that can
facilitate these issues is use of electronic networks.
Exchange  experiences  of  employees  from other way
such as workshops are also possible.
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In final conclusion, it can be concluded that 8. Fathian, M.,   L.  Bayag  and  A.  ghavamifar,  2005.
Knowledge creation and sharing to raise innovative The Role of tacit KM in Creativity and Innovation,
behavior   requires  a  creative  and  dynamic  structure. Journal of Tadber, pp: 164.
On the other hand, using team-building and perception 9. Chen, Wei-Li and Wang Cai-Jie, 2012. Study of the
skills to reach a common sense can help that common construction of assessment system on regional
sense cause to common understanding of the employees innovation capacity in knowledge management,
from the experiences and new solutions. procedia Engineering, pp: 1830-1834.
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